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John De Boer and Oyate Music team up for yet another incredible Native American Flute recording with

IN THE SPIRIT. This is the follow up to the much acclaimed first release Flute Songs for a Blue Moon

released in 2002. Fantastic. Innovative. Incredible. 11 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing, WORLD: Native

American Details: In The Spirit by John De Boer ...... The much anticipated follow-up to last years

masterpiece recording -"Flute Songs for a Blue Moon" - is finally here! Available exclusively from Oyate

Music, a world leader in Native American recordings and representation of some of the BEST Native

artists! In The Spirit, by acclaimed Native flute composer and performer John DeBoer, once again brings

testimony from this incredibly talented artist to the healing power of the Native flute and the magic which

can be coaxed from this instrument, when in the right hands...... Those hands belong to John De Boer.

Hailing from the woodlands of Ohio, John brings forth another mystical and powerful recording with "IN

THE SPIRIT", a tribute to the Native American Flute. Masterfully mixed with natural sound elements,

acoustic guitar and harp, "IN THE SPIRIT" evokes images of a warrior's spirit from long ago past. Each

track is a powerful journey into the world of Native flute music and the spirit of the American Indian......

Soothing, Relaxing, Spiritual, Transcendental  Meditative! Included on this 11 song collection is John's

moving tribute to American soldiers and fallen warriors..... "AMAZING GRACE / TAPS" is a truly moving

sonic experience and has been requested for many new films and sound track projects! John De Boer

has been a professional musician for over 30 years and has performed with some of the biggest names in

music. His self-inspired journey into the realm of the mystical Native American flute began over 10 years

ago and since that time he has become one of the most sought-after performers on this instrument. His

dedication to the beautiful and "sacred sounds" of the instrument are evident with each new composition

and performance. De Boer is one of the hardest working musicians in the world, performing over 200+
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shows a year to ever increasingly appreciative audiences throughout the United States. His performances

have been called by some: "Enlightening" - "Magical" - and "Life Changing" A testiment to this incredible

performers talents and vision! IN THE SPIRIT by John De Boer is available NOW! Grab a copy and

become part of the legions of fans from around the world who have been touched by this innovative and

powerful artist! Check out John's other recordings too, available exclusively from Oyate Music

Recordings! Thank you for your support of Independent Artists and Music! Mitakuye Oyasin (we are all

related) Oyate Music and RavenHeart Entertainment "Bringing You The Best In Native Music!"
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